Objective
The student will name and match letters of the alphabet.

Materials
- Uppercase letter circle
  Copy on card stock, cut out, and laminate.
- Clothespins
  Write lowercase letters on clothespins.

Activity
Students match lowercase letters on clothespins to uppercase letters on a circle.
1. Place the uppercase letter circle and clothespins on a flat surface.
2. Taking turns, students choose a clothespin, name the letter (e.g. “a”), and place it on the corresponding uppercase letter on the circle.
3. Continue until all letters are matched.
4. Peer evaluation

Extensions and Adaptations
- Match uppercase clothespin letters to the uppercase letter circle.
- Match lowercase clothespin letters to the lowercase letter circle.
- Match clothespin letters to the initial sound picture circle.
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initial sound picture circle (starting at the top): x-ray, yarn, horse, up, rug, dog, queen, inch, lamp, sun, octopus, goat, pig, wagon, ant, mouse, ball, kite, zebra, net, elbow, vet, cat, fish, tent, jar